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Abstract. Nuclear data used in designing of various nuclear applications (e.g.,
core design of reactors) is improved by using integral experiments. To utilize the
past critical experimental data to the reactor design work, a typical procedure
for the nuclear data adjustment is based on the Bayesian theory (least-square
technique or Monte-Carlo). In this method, the nuclear data parameters are
optimized by the inclusion of the experimental information using a Bayesian
inference. The selection of integral experiments is based on the availability of
well-documented specifications and experimental data. Data points with large
uncertainties or large residuals (outliers) may affect the accuracy of the adjust-
ment. Hence, in the adjustment process, it is very important to study the influ-
ence of experiments as well as of the prior nuclear data on the adjusted results.
In this work, the influence of each individual reaction (related to nuclear data) is
analyzed using the concept of Cook’s distance. First, JEZEBEL (Pu239, Pu240
and Pu241) integral experiment is considered for data assimilation and then the
transposition of results on ASTRID fast reactor concept is discussed.

1 Introduction

Nuclear data contains all the nuclear physics needed for the mathematical modeling of a nu-
clear application (e.g., for reactor design). Nuclear data is evaluated using nuclear reaction
models in combination with differential data and is improved by using integral experiments
[1, 2]. The improvement using integral experiments is called nuclear data adjustment which
is typically based on the Bayesian theory, where the nuclear data parameters are optimized
by the inclusion of experimental information using least square analysis or Monte-Carlo ap-
proach [2]. Parameters in the context of nuclear data can refer to both, the underlying nuclear
model parameters [3], or to the nuclear data itself. In the context of this paper, nuclear data
parameters only refer to the multi-group values of the nuclear data defined by isotope, energy
and nuclear observable (cross-section of a certain reaction, ν̄, etc).

The so-called “adjusted data” has been used in the design of fast reactors such as Phenix
and Super-Phenix in France [4, 5]. However, the adjustment process has raised several ques-
tions about the physical meaning of the individual adjustment (i.e. by isotopes, reaction types
and energy ranges). There is no clear definition of the application domain of the adjusted
multi-group data. For a new reactor concept, it is difficult to say if a previously adjusted data
can be used or a new adjustment will be needed with a different set of integral experiments.
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How to choose a set of integral experiments for a particular reactor concept is also not obvi-
ous. A detailed analysis is needed to estimate the influence of input data on the adjustment.
These data points could be a given observation (integral experiment) or a given nuclear data
parameter. The Cook’s distance is used to estimate the influence of a data point in performing
the least square fit [6, 7]. In this work, the influence of input parameters on the Bayesian fit
is analysed using the concept of Cook’s distance.

2 Nuclear data adjustment using Bayesian inference

The Bayesian inference is a mathematical framework that allows one to assimilate infor-
mation from measurements (microscopic and integral) and from a prior knowledge of the
parameters, in order to reduce the uncertainties of these parameters and modify their values
if necessary.

2.1 General principle

The Bayes’ theorem gives the relationship between the probability densities of the posterior,
prior knowledge and measurements. If ~y = ~yi(i = 1, 2, ....Ny) are some experimentally mea-
sured variables and ~x are the parameters defining the model M, which is used to simulate these
variables, the probability of the adjusted parameters can be estimated using the Bayesian in-
ference. Using the Bayes’ theorem, one can write the following relationship between the
posterior, prior and the likelihood:

p(~x|M, ~y,U) =
p(~x|M,U).p(~y|~x,M,U)∫

d~x.p(~x|M,U).p(~y|~x,M,U)
(1)

where the probability density of these parameters p(~x|M,U) is called a prior of the back-
ground (the prior knowledge U). p(~y|~x,M,U) is the likelihood of the measurements knowing
~x and p(~x|M, ~y,U) is the posterior probability density of the parameters. The denominator
term in the above equation is a normalization constant.

This relation can therefore be understood as the advancing of the a prior knowledge by a
likelihood function of new measurements, i.e.,

posterior
[
p(~x|~y,U)

]
∝ prior

[
p(~x|U)

]
.likelihood

[
p(~y|~x,U)

]
(2)

A fitting procedure can be used (e.g., generalized least square fit) to estimate the first
two moments of the posterior or to obtain the posterior distribution of these parameters. In
nuclear data field, this is a standard procedure for nuclear data adjustment [2]. In the context
of this paper, x is the multi-group nuclear data, M is a reactor model and y is the result of an
integral experiment.

2.2 Analytical resolution

The above problem can be solved analytically by considering some necessary assumptions. In
particular, the prior probability density and the likelihood are considered as Gaussian multi-
parameterized distributions. Thus, if the prior data and its covariance matrix are respectively
~xm and Mx, and ~y is a set of integral experiments with My the covariance matrix, the posterior
density of ~x can be written as:
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posterior
[
p(~x|~y,U)

]
∝ e−(1/2)((~x− ~xm)T M−1

x (~x− ~xm)+(~y−~t)T M−1
y (~y−~t)) (3)

where ~t is the theoretical model prediction (or result from computer simulation), which is
functions of ~x. For posterior distribution, the Laplace approximation is used for the determin-
istic resolution of the least-square equation which consists in considering that this density is
also of the Gaussian type is used.

Now, if the mean and the covariance matrix of the prior parameters, and the experimental
covariance matrix are provided, the parameters after adjustment (and the posterior covariance
matrix) can be estimated by looking for the minimum the following cost function:

χ2
GLS = (~x − ~xm)T M−1

x (~x − ~xm) + (~y − ~t)T M−1
y (~y − ~t) (4)

Using the least square fitting technique, the solution of this minimization gives the new
adjusted values :

~x − ~xm = Mx.G(n)T (My + G(n).Mx.G(n)T )−1.(~y − ~t(xm)) (5)

and the a posterior covariance matrix:

M̃x =
[
M−1

x + G(n)T M−1
y G(n)

]−1
(6)

where G is the sensitivity matrix, i.e., a matrix of derivatives. n is associated with the nth

iteration of the algorithm corresponding to a given numerical convergence. The entries of the
sensitivity matrix are calculated as:

(G)i j =

(
∂ti
∂x j

)
(7)

with ti the theoretical calculation corresponding to the experimental value. The coeffi-
cients Gi j are computed using sensitivity analysis (perturbation theory). For the adjustment
of multi-group nuclear data, the model parameters x and the covariance matrix Mx in the
above equations can be replaced by the nuclear data (σp) and its covariance matrix (Mσp )
respectively.

3 Effect of influential data using Cook’s distance

It is commonly accepted that the effect of input data on regression models should be analysed.
A strongly influential case dominates the regression model in such a way, that the estimated
regression line lies close to this case. The analysis of residuals cannot be used to detect
influential cases as the cases with high residuals are indicated as outliers. The influence of
an individual data on the overall regression fit can be thought of in terms of how much the
fit would differ if the individual data is not included in the fitting process. If the predictions
are the same with or without the individual data, the latter has no influence on the regression
model. If the predictions differ significantly when the observation is not included in the
analysis, the data is highly relevant.
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Cook’s distance provides an overall measurement of the change in all parameter esti-
mates. The concept of Cook’s distance is a good measure of the influence of observation
and is proportional to the sum of the squared differences between predictions made with all
observations in the analysis and predictions made by removing the observation in question.
A formula for the Cook’s Distance is provided in [6, 7]. In this work, the effect of the inputs
is analysed using the concept of Cooks distance.

If σp is the original posterior nuclear data and σi
p is the adjusted posterior nuclear data

when the ith parameter is discarded in the adjustment process, the Cook’s distance can be
calculated as (see [7]):

Di = (σi
p − σp)M−1

σp
(σi

p − σp) (8)

where MσP is the covariance matrix of the posterior parameters. The MσP matrix is not re-
estimated when a subset of data is removed in calculating the Cook’s distance. The covariance
matrix is calculated using uncertainties (the standard deviation) of the nuclear data parameters
and their correlation matrix. However, due to the high dimensional nuclear data used in
the adjustment process, currently, several issues (such as singularity, negative definite) are
encountered when inverting the covariance matrix. For those reasons, currently, a modified
covariance matrix based on the nuclear data uncertainties is considered in calculating the
Cook’s distance for this work.

4 Test case

For this study, the prior nuclear data uncertainties and their correlations are taken from CEA
files COMAC-V1 in 33 energy groups [2]. The JEZEBEL experiment is considered as an
integral experiment for the adjustment [8]. The JEZEBEL experiment was a small spherical
assembly of plutonium alloyed with gallium (3.41% Ga, 91.95% Pu239, 4.35% Pu240 and
0.29% Pu241). Pu239 was the major component of the core in this experiment. It was
used to determine the critical mass of spherical and homogeneous Pu-alloy. Using Cook’s
distance, the influence of isotopes and nuclear reactions on the adjustment is investigated in
this section.

4.1 Influence of Pu isotopes on the adjustment

To analyse the effect of Pu isotopes on the adjustment, Pu239, Pu240 and Pu241 isotopes
are considered in the adjustment process. It means that the JEZEBEL (integral experiment)
sensitivities of ke f f with respect to all Pu239, Pu240 and Pu241 nuclear reactions are provided
in the adjustment process. The Cook’s distance is plotted in Figure 1. The Cook’s distance for
Pu239 is very large in comparison to Pu240 and Pu241 isotopes. It indicates that the major
contribution on the adjustment is due to the ke f f sensitivities of the Pu239 isotope, which
is justified from the core composition of the JEZEBEL experiment. It is also important to
investigate the effect of individual nuclear reaction cross-section of Pu239 isotope on the
adjustment, which is analysed in the next section.

4.2 Influence of Pu239 nuclear reactions on the adjustment

To analyse the effect of Pu239 nuclear reactions on the adjustment, the JEZEBEL sensitivities
of ke f f with respect to all Pu239 nuclear reactions are provided in the adjustment process.
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Figure 1. Cook’s distance for Pu isotopes

Figure 2. Cook’s distance for Pu239 nuclear data (left) and Cook’s distance with increased uncertainty
in the prior ν̄ (right)

It means that only the nuclear data related to Pu239 are adjusted here using the integral
experiment.

The Cook’s distance for this case is plotted in Figure 2 (left). The Cook’s distance for
the fission reaction is very large in comparison to the other nuclear reactions. It indicates
that the major contribution on the adjustment is due to the ke f f sensitivities related to the
Pu239 fission cross-section. However, from theoretical aspect and from expert opinions,
it is known that for JEZEBEL experiment, both fission and ν̄ are very influential for ke f f .
This contradiction may suggest that there is a possibility that the prior uncertainties are not
evaluated properly (too low). Thus, when the prior uncertainty on Pu239 ν̄ data is increased
by 1% and the adjustment process is repeated with JEZEBEL, the influence of Pu239 ν̄ can
now be seen on Cook’s distance (see Figure 2 (right)). The Cook’s distance is plotted for the
case where the prior uncertainty of ν̄ is increased by 1%. Now, it can be seen that the Cook’s
distance is larger for both (the fission and ν̄) comparing to other nuclear reactions.

Further, in the Cook’s distance calculation, if Case i is the case where the ith parameter
is discarded in the adjustment process (see Equation 8), i.e. Case 1 (all data-Capture), Case
2 (all data-Distribution), Case 3 (all data-Elastic), Case 4 (all data-Fission), Case 5 (all data-
Inelastic), Case 6 (all data-ν̄) and Case 7 (all data-nXn). In Figure 3, the trends and their
uncertainties are plotted for posterior Pu239 capture cross-section for all cases. For Case
1 (where all JEZEBEL Pu239 reaction cross-sections excluding the capture are considered
for the fit), no trend is visible for the adjusted values of Capture data as JEZEBEL Pu239
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Capture cross-section is excluded from the adjustment. For Case 4 and Case 6, trends are
very much different from the others. It indicates that the major difference is coming from
fission and ν̄ data. Similarly, for Case 4 and Case 6, trends and uncertainties are plotted for
Pu239 fission (in Figure 4) and for Pu239 ν̄ (in Figure 5) simultaneously. For these 2 cases
also, the major contribution in the adjustment can be seen from the fission and ν̄. Major
differences in uncertainties for some cases can be seen but it is not discussed here since the
uncertainties do not make a significant contribution to the Cook’s distance.

Figure 3. Adjusted Pu239 Capture data (trends and uncertainties) for all 7 sub-cases

Figure 4. Adjusted Pu239 Fission data (trends and uncertainties) for all 7 sub-cases
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Figure 5. Adjusted Pu239 ν̄ data (trends and uncertainties) for all 7 sub-cases

Table 1. ke f f uncertainties for ASTRID

using prior data using prior data +1% in ν̄ unc.
Initial unc. 1.3227 1.3639
Final unc (fit: Pu239) 1.1365 1.1728
Individual fit effect:
Pu239 Capture 1.32239 1.36369
Pu239 Distribution 1.31796 1.35939
Pu239 Elastic 1.32266 1.36395
Pu239 Fission 1.14785 1.19518
Pu239 InElastic 1.32245 1.36374
Pu239 Nu 1.32213 1.34499
Pu239 NXN 1.32265 1.36392

5 Transposition to ASTRID

Adjusted nuclear data using JEZEBEL integral experiment is used to compute the ke f f uncer-
tainties of ASTRID GEN-IV concept reactor. A reduction in uncertainties can be seen when
the posterior data is used (see Table 1). The initial uncertainty using the prior data is 1.3227%
and the final uncertainty with the adjusted posterior data (when Pu239 all reaction parame-
ters from JEZEBEL are used) is 1.1365%. It can also be seen from the Table 1 that the major
reduction in the ASTRID ke f f uncertainty is due to the Pu239 fission reaction parameters.
The final uncertainty due to Pu239 fission uncertainty is 1.14785% which is approximately
equal to the final uncertainty due to Pu239 all reactions. Other reaction parameters of Pu239
isotopes are not making any significant contribution to the uncertainty reduction. However,
when the prior uncertainty in ν̄ is increased by 1%, an additional contribution of Pu239 ν̄ data
is also seen in the uncertainty reduction of ASTRID ke f f .
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6 Conclusions

In this work, the influence of isotopes and nuclear reactions on adjustment is investigated us-
ing Cook’s distance. For this study, the prior nuclear data uncertainties and their correlations
are taken from CEA files. The JEZEBEL experiment is used as an integral experiment for
nuclear data adjustment. It is concluded that the major contribution on the adjustment is due
to the ke f f sensitivities related to the Pu239 isotope, more precisely due to Pu239 fission and
Pu239 ν̄ reaction. The transposition of the results on ASTRID fast reactor concept is also
discussed.
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